
Pioneering
Clinical Training
as a Service
More Revenue. New Medical Talent.
No Fees or Administrative Burdens.
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OUR MISSION

AMO connects hospitals, students, and schools on a single, easy-to-use platform. Our marketplace exists 
to meet the growing demand for U.S. clinical training and provides a comprehensive solution to the global 
physician shortage.

In 2013, AMO built a framework for clinical training as a service, with two goals in mind—making
clinical training accessible to students worldwide and empowering healthcare systems to scale their 
revenue and create a workforce pipeline. Our centralized platform makes it easy to customize, scale, and 
monetize clinical training offerings. With all rotations in a centralized place, you can review student status, 
documents, and reporting with ease.

OUR PROCESS

Our services change the way hospitals and health systems process visiting students and eliminates
administrative burdens. There’s no need for your hospital to market, create, or oversee programs; we do it 
for you at no cost! 

Hospitals and clinical sites outline their student eligibility preferences, and set site capacities and
program-specific details.

AMO builds out the program and shares it on our platform to recruit trainees . Hosts can utilize their
management logins to view their program and upcoming student trainees.

AMO Advisors and Coaches process applications, oversee enrollment, and offer student support that
enables hosts to focus on teaching.

AMO pays program sites on a weekly basis with a stipend for each student who rotates.   
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Exploring Our Offerings and Current Partners

Join a network of leading healthcare providers and easily expand your
clinical training. Guide students toward success through affiliations with
recognized healthcare schools from around the world.
   
FACTS AND FIGURES

PARTNERSHIP BENEFITS

Baseline Annual Revenue
Your institution could earn up to $720,000 per year. This figure is based on the
number of rotations filled by students.

Creating Additional Teaching Capacity
Expand your UME and GME programming by utilizing AMO services to connect
students with your teaching faculty.

Recruitment Pipeline
Grow your clinical workforce pipeline by showcasing your organization to our
network of 200K+ users. 
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